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How to use SPC in the Analyze phase of a DMAIC implementation

Everybody is familiar with control charts for quality control. An example of a control chart is shown above. With a good SPC program you can easily make the step from quality control to quality improvement.

The first step is to add extra information columns in your data. These could be columns for tracking and tracing like operator, lot number, batch number etc. Other columns could be sources of variation like process parameters, machine batch numbers, temperature, humidity etc.

In the example below you see the batchnr and the materialnumber added to the table of measurements.
The control chart shows us when the process is out of control, but we can also use the same measurements to analyse if there are differences in the process between different settings or different material batch numbers.

One way to perform this analysis is to use a multi vari chart (below is an example of a multi vari chart).

We can see for example that the average of batchnr 4107 is higher than the average for batchnr 5007. The obvious question is whether this is a significant difference or just random variation.
To compare the averages of 2 data sets we need to perform a T test, but first you need to check if the 2 datasets are coming from a normal distribution and if the variability of the 2 datasets is more or less the same (F test).

In the example the F and T tests are calculated for the two selected datasets and show the actual data in the form of a small histogram superimposed on a standard normal curve. This allows us to check the data for normality (see screen shot below). After the analysis you can change the confidence level on the slider at the top of the screen to get a better understanding about the level of confidence of your statement.

The method above shows a very quick and effective way to make the step from quality control to quality improvement.

For further information:
www.datalyzer.com